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TRANSIT SIGNAGE

OUT-OF-HOME ADVERTISING

Create brand awareness in a big way with large 
format lent icular.   Our high-qual i ty large format 
lent icular ensures reach beyond tradit ional stat ic 
images.  Recent studies have shown that large 
format lenticular can double ad message retention, 
when compared to conventional pr int media.  Let 
the power of large format lenticular work for you!  

- Thinner and lighter lenticular panels
  allow for quick & easy installation
- Ability to produce as few as 1 panel 
  for additional customization display 
- Custom cutting available
- Scaled prototypes in as little as 
  24 hours!

RETAIL SIGNAGE
Draw consumers in with large 
format lenticular.  Easily integrated 
with window displays, kiosks 
end-caps, hanging signage and 
just about any other retail display 
you can dream up. 

CREATIVE TEAM

- Award-winning team of designers
- Technical and artistic expertise to 
  help make the best use of lenticular 
  printing
- Available for creative consultation

Virtual Images has the most 
experienced lenticular design 
team in the industry. With 24 hour 
turns on prototypes and creative 
offices in MN & CA, our team has 
what it takes to get your project 
done right.  

OUT-OF-HOME

- Single panels sized up to 4’x6’
- Panels can also be tiled to 
  achieve larger murals
- Available for back lit or reflective 
  applications
- Panels can be integrated into 
  larger displays, like billboards, to
  have a specific area animate

Use the interactivity of large 
format lenticular to connect with 
consumers.  Enhance your brand 
with engagement using the 
power of eye-catching lenticular 
flips and jaw dropping 3D.  


